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TKE PITCHES OF SCREW-�S. 

In previous numbers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
we have alluded to the importance of this subject 
and stated some reasons for fixing the pitches of bolts 
at one standard, so that from Maine to California a 
quarter-inch bolt should be the same ; and so for all 
other sizes. This proposition is made with reference 
to what may be called the bolts of commerce, or 
those used in every-day work on carts or steam en
gines, on wind-mills, water-wheels, printing presses, 
or what not. As the case now stands it is ten chances 
to one that a bolt made in one town will fit the hole 
tapped in another town, so that if a printing press, 
for example, breaks down for want of some important 
bolt, the proprietor must send miles to get another, 
or else tap the hole with one of a half-thread differ
ence in the inch, and so spoil it. One illustration 
will suffice ; there is no occasion to pursue this branch 
of the subject further. 

It is a simple matter to make tths taps, 8 threads 
to the inch the country over, or tth taps 20 threads ; 
but some of our (lorrespondents, in alluding to this 
subject, have enueavored to confuse the subject and 
make a plain matter complex. These persons go to 
work with elaborate tables and show conclusively that 
the pitches cannot be made uniform in their sense of 
the word. They say that in developing or enlarging 
the threads, the angle of the sides, and the length of 
base to an inch of rise will not be the same, therefore 
the thread cannot be made uniform in practice. We 
never said it could, in that way, and we never looked 
at the subject from this light, because it has no bear
ing on the case in point. Let us have a uniform sys
tem of threads both in depth and pitch for common 
,sizes, and let the angles of the sides, and the length 
of base take care of themselves. By so doing much 
time and money will be saved to manufacturers. 

WHY GOLD IS SO mGH. 

There is but one cause of the high price of gold, 
1tnd that is the excessive quantity of our paper cur
rency. The thing that fluctuates so in value is not 
the incorruptible yellow metal, but the green notes 
that promise to pay their face in this metal at some 
future time. 

When our currency was all specie-paying, and 
therefore of the same value as specie, the quantity in 
the country amounted to some 200 01' 250 millions of 
dollars. This was the quantity that fell to our share 
in the natural distribution of the money of the world 
by the inexorable laws of trade. It was just the 

quantity that we needed to effect the exchanges of 
property that we were in the practice of making in 
the course of our trade. If we had wanted any more 
we should have sent abroad some portion of our 16, -
000 millions of property and exchanged it for the de
sired amount of money. If we produced more in our 
own borders, as we did not want it we' sent it abroad 
and brought in property that we did want in ex
change. 

We now have in circulation some 600 or 700 mil
lions of paper money, and its aggregate value is just 
the same as the 200 or 250 millions of the old specie
paying currency. This aggregate value of our cur
rency is fixed by the laws of trade and we cannot 
alter it. If we should increase the amount of our 
currency to 1, 000 millions, it 'Would, provided its 
credit was unimpaired, be worth 20 cents on the dol
lar-in other words, the price of gold would be 500. 
But if we should diminish the paper in circulation to 
200 millions, it would be worth 100 cents on the dol
lar, or gold would be at par. 

We hear of powerful combinations of the Wall 
street brokers to keep the price of gold from rising, 
or to keep it from falling. Those gentlemen might 
just as well get up powerful combinations to keep the 
tide from rising and falling. As the thing that fluc
tuates is the value of treasury notes, and as the value 
of these depends upon the quantity in circulation, no 
person can exert any material influence upon this 
value except the man who has control of the issue of 
the notes, and that man is the Secretary of the 
Treasury. If William Pitt Fessenden decides to in
crease the circulation of treasury notes, the value of 
the notes will fall, in other words, gold will rise ; but 
if he decides to retire a portion of these notes from 
circulation, their value will increase, or gold will fall 
Military successes or disasters, or the combinations 
of brokers have but a temporary infiuence upon the 
price of gold. 
�--------�-------

ROMES FOB l'IIEN OF MODERATE MEANS. 

An acknowledged want in this and other large 
cities has been neat, commodious and convenient 
dwelling houses which could be rented at reasonable 
prices promptly paid. The want still exists, though 
it has been partly met by the erection of blocks of 
buildings in the upper part of the city which are 
leased in separate floors or suites, as tenants desire. 
These houses are intended for gentlemen's families, 
or at all events persons having a realizing sense of 
not merely the proprieties of life but the refinements 
of it, and who take good care of the landlord's pro
perty. 

The plan of these houses is very good, but it might 
be much better. In general but one floor is rented, 
and each one is perfect in all that affects comfort and 
economy. Gas is laid, and water is abundant in nearly 
every apartment ;  there is in most of these dwellings 
a bath-room on each floor, also sinks, closets and 
clothes-presses. It must be borne in mind, however, 
that these accommodations are rather limited as to 
space ; the largest rooms being not over 18 feet by 12, 
and less, and in some of the houses there are too 
many dark bed-rooms. Still, in their essential fea
tures, these dwellings are a great improvement <1n 
the old plans of hiring out ordinary houses to differ
ent families where no accommodations of the kind al
luded to exist. 

In these new houses there are some minor evils 
which could be remedied, and that is the necessity 
which now exists for carrying ,all household supplies 
in and out the principal entrance, and also the waste 
which accumulates from time to time. The walls are 
not as substantial as they should be, neither are the 
floors strong enough. In too many instances the 
neighboring houses are the only support of these 
shells, and of a long row the pressure on the end 
building is so great that in a few years it becomes 
unsafe to live in. 

It would be far better to omit the thin veneer of 
brown stone with which the front of the house is 
coated and expend the same sum in more substantial 
and necessary details. With some, however, a brown
stone tront ilas become a synonym for respectability. 
Some people would sooner live in one at the risk of 
their lives than put up with the more unpretending 
externals. 

It is a great step in advance to have even these 
houses ; they are an improvement on that system, of 
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crowding families into narrow and inconvenient qual'� 
ters, not designed for such purposes. 

. .  ARE KUBBICANES CAUSED BY METEORS ' 

Among the most mysterious actions of the atmos
phere are those blasts of wind that sometimes rush 
along in narrow paths with terrific violence for a mod
erate period of time and for a moderate distance. 
May not these be caused by the passage of meteoric 
stones through the air ? 

The great meteor which passed over this city on 
the 20th of July, 1860, was seen at Elmira at five 
minutes before 9 O'clock in the evening ; a fraction of 
a minute later it flashed over this city ; and in a few 
seconds it was lighting up the east end of Long 
Island, 90 miles away. It is supposed that the heat 
of these bodies is caused by the destruction of their 
motion from the resistance of the air, and that large 
numbers of them are so highly heated as not only to 
be melted, but to be evaporated, when they would of 
course be dissipated in the atmosphere. Would not 
one of these bodies, rnshing at such immense velocity 
through the air, necessarily produce a narrow and 
violent blast of wind along its track, conforming in 
all respects to the Singular hurricanes that so fre
quently occur ? 

If the earth should be stopped in its orbit, it would 
begin to fall straight towards the sun. As it ap
proached more nearly to that great source of heat it 
would soon reach a point where the temperature is as 
high as 212°, and then all of the waters of the ocean 
would be evaporated. As it drew still nearer, the 
rocks would be melted, and afterwards they also 
would be evaporated. Before it reached the sun, 
this solid earth would be converted into a vast vol
ume of red hot gas, which, when it fell into the fiery 
atmosphere of the sun, would merely produce blasts 
of wind from the point where it struck outward in all 
directions. 

DISCOVERY OF AN ANCIENT ROlllAN DRAINING 
WHEEL. 

M. Andre Sanson gives a description in the Paris 
Presse of the discovery in one or the mines of Portu
gal ot an old wheel which was doubtless employed by 
the Romans to raise water in the operation of drain
ing the mine. It is well known that the hydraulic 
works of the Romans surpassed in extent any of 
those of modern times. As that great people had 
not the use of either steel or gunpOWder, they were 
sometimes obliged to raise water over a 161�ge where 
modern engineers would carry it right through. In 
some of the mines of San Domingos they dug drain
ing galleries nearly three miles in length, but in some 
places the water was raised by wheels to carry it 
over rocks that crossed the drift. Eight of these 
wheeL� have recently been discovered by the miners 
who are now working the same old mines. These 
wheels are made of wood, the arms and relloes of 
pine, and the axle and its support of oak, the fabric 
being remarkable for the lightness of its construc
tion. It is supposed that these wheels cannot be 
less than 1, 450 years old, and the wood is in a per
fect state of preservation, owing to its immersion in 
water charged with the salts of copper and iron. 
From their position and construction these wheels 
are presumed to have been worked as tread-mills by 
men standing with naked feet upon one side. The 
water was raised by one wheel into a basin, from 
which it was elevated another stage by the second 
wheel, and so on for eight stages. The wheel de
scribed by M. Sanson is on exhibition at the Academy 
of Arts and Trades. It is 21 feet 7 inches in diame
ter, and 19 inches across the face. 
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Explosion of a. Lime-Ught Appara.tus. 

At a political meeting in this city, on Thursday 
evening, Sept. 8th, among the attractions a lime-light 
was exhibted, and soon after the light was kindled a 
portion of the apparatus exploded, seriously wound
ing two women, one of whom has since died. The 
light was prepared by Mr. Robert Grant, and in his 
testimony he states that the cylinder which exploded 
contained pure oxygen with a mixture of one-twelfth ' 
part by measure of illuminating gas, compressed by 
a force of 15 atmospheres, or 200 pounds to the square 
inch. In taking the apparatus to the ground the jet 
pipe was bent so as to expose it more than usual to 
the heat, and in this way the explosive mixture was 
set on fire. 
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